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Examine the nature of sociological explanations of religion. Instead sociologists ask about the different social forms,
experiences, and functions that These statements seem to align the Church's position with contemporary attitudes.

Jewish people have strict dietary laws that originate in the Torah, called Kosher laws. In other words, the cult
of the individual presupposes an autonomous individual endowed with rationality, born both free and equal to
all other individuals in these respects. Europe could thus be characterized as in a state of transition; out of the
ashes of Christianity, a new religion would eventually emerge. As other community studies scholars also
found, both religious stratification and divergent class cultures served to legitimize and maintain class
divisions. This grants individuals an increasing amount of freedom to develop their personality. Social facts
are key, since they are what constitute and express the psychic reality that is society. Functionalism[ edit ]
Unlike symbolic anthropology and phenomenology , functionalism points to the benefits for social
organization which non-scientific belief systems provide and which scientific knowledge fails to deliver.
Weithman, Paul J.. Upon graduating from university and being unable to find work commensurate with their
education, many turned to Islamist groups, which did, as Marxist scholars would argue, provide them with
consolation for such disappointment and their relative deprivation. In the negative vein, Slade examines the
growth of Pentecostalism among the poor in Latin America and sees the same oppressive and dominating
elements that were present in the old forms of spirituality being transferred to this new form of popular
spirituality. Rorty, Richard. As the moral density increases, this changes. Nevertheless, he rejects the relativist
interpretation of this situation â€” that in modernity, scientific knowledge is just one of many accounts of
existence, all of which have equal validity. Other examples of Jewish rituals are the practices of circumcision
and Bar and Bat Mitzvahs. A church is a large, bureaucratically organized religious organization that is closely
integrated into the larger society. The Meaning of Conservatism. In a different vein, anthropologists Jean and
John Comaroff provide an important addition to the conversation on the relationship between religion and
social inequality in their examination of how religion can play a central role not just in maintaining or
legitimizing structural inequality but also in producing it in the first place. These moral ideals that define
society include the ideals of equality, freedom, and justice. Types of Religious Organization In every society
there are different organizational forms that develop for the practice of religion. In the early part of his career,
Durkheim focused on the second class of social facts, or the structural organization of society. Moreover,
studies have found that this process often has profound unintended consequences for the poor, both positive
and negative. In his later works, Durkheim focused more on questions of a normative nature, or how
individuals come to think and act in similar ways, and less on actual physical or legal constraints. For these
reasons he gave special analysis to this phenomenon, providing a philosophy of religion that is perhaps as
provocative as it is rich with insights. A review of peer-review academic studies revealed that a large majority
of them showed a positive correlation between religious commitment and higher levels of perceived
well-being of self-esteem. For example, he argues those with high levels of class and status tend to develop
theodicies of good fortune, which see wealth and status as a deserved blessing, thereby legitimating their own
social position. Well-documented U. Learning Objectives Explain how functionalists view the purpose of
religion in society Key Takeaways Key Points The positivist tradition encourages the study of society using
dispassionate and scientific methods. On one hand, they identify similar structures and causes of oppression
and domination of the poor that we see in the West, including religious stratification, religion being used as a
coping mechanism in the face of deprivation, and religion acting as a conservative force that supports the
status quo and discourages calls for change. Hindu followers believe in one God that is represented by a
multitude of sacred forms known as deities Flood,  The noble eight-fold path includes eight prescriptions:
right view, right intention, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right
concentration. Consequently, language is also the realm through which the idea of truth is able to come into
being, since through language individuals are able to conceive of a world of stable ideas that are common to
different intelligences. James D. While Africa could claim roughly 10 million Christians in , recent estimates
put that number closer to million. However, contrary to fostering the political quiescence that Marxist-inspired
arguments may lead us to expect, such groups also served as an important channel for political activism under
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a dictatorship that offered few opportunities for political engagement Masoud,  Apologies are still being made
on behalf of the churches involved in the residential schools, but the effects it has had on the Indigenous
peoples and their culture are perpetuating today. A Theory of Justice. However, that there exists no universal
morality for humanity in no way abnegates the validity of any moral system and does not open the door to
moral nihilism. However, Durkheim was critical of these attempts at sociology and felt that neither had
sufficiently divorced their analyses from metaphysical assumptions.


